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  Safer places, safer activities,  
safer people.

council MeMber organisations
Accident Compensation Corporation
Boys’ Brigade NZ
Christian Camping
Department of Conservation
Education Outdoors NZ
Federated Mountain Clubs
GirlGuiding NZ
Girls’ Brigade NZ 
Heliski Operators
MetService New Zealand
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
NZ Alpine Club
NZ Deerstalkers’ Association
NZ Defence Force
NZ Land Search and Rescue Inc.
NZ Mountain Guides Association
NZ Mountain Radio Service
NZ Outdoor Instructors Association
NZ Police
NZ Recreation Association
NZ Shooting Federation
NZ Snowsports Council/SAANZ
NZ Sporting Goods Association
Scouts NZ
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Hillary Award
Tourism Industry Aotearoa
William Pike Challenge Award

Photo: Nathan Watson
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 Mike Daisley, chief executive

Welcome

WelcoMe froM our boArD AnD chIef executIve

As we wrap up another year of work at MSc, we are left feeling very 
proud of the growth we’ve had. for a small organisation of less than 
ten people, we’ve understood, connected with, and influenced more 
people than we’ve ever done before to enjoy the outdoors safely.

the fundamental drive behind our insights platform, one of the four 
that make up our strategy, is to better understand the issues facing 
the various participant groups within land-based outdoor recreation. 
It’s from this standpoint, from being data led, that we’re able to be 
participant focused when we create our initiatives. While we  
know a great deal from the work we’ve already done through  
There and Back, and A Hunter’s Tale, there’s much more to come. 
the insights developed now and into the future begin to shape our 
ability to look forward as we try and anticipate what issues are likely  
to arise.

our partnerships remain as crucial to the impact of our work as ever. 
We’re very fortunate to have the wholehearted support of a growing 
number of partners. We have established shared value exchanges of 
learnings that will help ensure safer and more enjoyable participation 
in the nZ outdoors. We thank you all for the time you’ve taken to work 
with us during this year; your contributions be they big or small are 
greatly valued.

Delivering our data-driven messages through our partners and various 
MSc channels has seen our reach into the wider outdoors community 
grow this year at a phenomenal rate. With the help of our partners, 
we’re putting resources, tools, and content in the places people go 
before they head outdoors. With the network foundations now well 
set in place, and significant investment in this business year building 
the content and tools required, we’re anticipating a big year ahead.

As always, our funders underpin to our ability to deliver impact 
throughout the year. We would like to specifically thank lottery 
Grants board; nZ Police; nZ Search & rescue council; Sport nZ; 
Department of conservation; Accident compensation corporation 
for their continued commitment.

It’s with pleasure that we invite you to read this year’s annual report.

Geoff ensor, chairman

It hAS been An 
excItInG yeAr for 

the MSc teAM
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the MSc WorKInG envIronMent

We have invested in growing an awesome staff culture. With limited 
resources, we know our people are our greatest asset. In order to 
achieve excellence, we recognise we need a high functioning team.  
by prioritising our organisation culture, that’s exactly what we’ve got.

for a team of nine people, we develop some amazing things. the 
quantity of these alone is staggering, but we’re not just focused on 
that; the impact of what we do is always key. Planning, collaboration, 
project management and effective communication allow us to deliver 
exceptional quality in everything we do.

When we’re super busy (and that’s quite often) we need to be an 
effective team. We regularly use the phrase ‘we need everyone’, and 
we do. our team administrator and accountant are just as important 
contributors to projects as our partnerships and communications 
manager.

to build and maintain an awesome culture, we’ve committed to 
spending time together, and not just in the office. together we take 
time and head outdoors to local highlights. this allows us to connect 
as people not just as colleagues as well as walk in the shoes of those 
we’re aiming to make safer. 

.

ORgAnIsAtIOnAl 
ExCEllEnCE

InsIghts

PARtnERshIPsMEssAgIng

Mountain Safety council’s organisational structure remains the 
backbone of ‘how’ we do what we do. each platform complements 
and positively influences the others.

9
MsC staff members

Organisational excellence 
Staff culture

Above: the MSc team in action over the year.
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“ A Hunter’s Tale has resulted 
in a clear summary of critical 
information that enables decision 
makers to be fully informed when 
considering different risk mitigation 
options and work priorities.” 

-  ACtIng suPERIntEndEnt MIkE MCIlRAIth, OFFICER In ChARgE, ARMs ACt 
sERvICE dElIvERy gROuP

“ This report represents a significant 
moment in our country’s collective 
understanding of the nature, scale 
and risks of hunting in  
New Zealand...” 

- FORMER MInIstER dunnE

A hunter’S tAle
A Hunter’s Tale - A Deep-Dive into Hunting Incidents in New Zealand is the 
culmination of many month’s dedicated insights work. 

A hunter’s tale represents the most comprehensive exploration of 
hunting participation and incidents in new Zealand. building on the 
success of There and Back (2016), this publication represents the first 
in a series of comprehensive ‘deep dives’ and explores hunting and 
firearms safety through the presentation of key insights. A Hunter’s 
Tale focusses on trends in participation, hunting related injuries, 
search and rescues as well as fatalities.

the data presented in this document provides a comprehensive 
evidence base that clearly identifies what is going wrong for hunters 
in the new Zealand outdoors. from this document there are several 
planned ‘Issue Specific Advisory Groups’ to better understand these 
hunting issues from a practitioner and recreation perspective. It’s from 
this holistic perspective that interventions are created and delivered.

the insights in A Hunter’s Tale have informed messaging this year, 
and can be seen throughout the hunting season collateral (early 
bird, hunters club videos) as well as print and digital executions. A 
Hunter’s Tale is available to read and download via the MSc website 
under ‘Insights’ tab.

2,340+
Reads online to date

Primary Insights/data partners: 

Insights 
A hunter’s tale

Above: A hunter’s tale launch 
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195,098

6

new Zealanders

International visitors

166,675
28,423

hunters participating in  
new Zealand each year

nZ hunting types
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Big game hunting   

game bird hunting 

Pig hunting  

Alpine hunting 

small game hunting 

night hunting  
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InSIGhtS In MeDIA

Sharing our insights is a critical element of ensuring others can learn 
from them. the insights MSc generate help to form a factual view 
– often for the first time – of an activity, participation trend, location, 
time of year, demographic breakdown or incident trend. each of 
these insight areas can then be used to confirm, refine or in some 
cases challenge commonly held perspectives, local knowledge or 
anticipated participation trends. these insights form the ‘what’s going 
wrong?’ and are instrumental in collaborating with others to then 
establish the best intervention or suppression of the issue.

because each or our partners interacts with the wider community 
in different ways, the relevant and important insights they take from 
our research can be quite different. below are some of the ways that 
our partners are using these insights to inform and refine their role in 
promoting safe and enjoyable participation in the outdoors.

AnIMAteD InSIGhtS

With There and Back (2016) as well as A Hunter’s Tale (2017) 
successfully launched to the wider public, this project endeavours 
to bring the two dimensional graphics to life. We’ve contracted local 
studio Gusto to animate so as to draw attention to our insights from 
there and back in an engaging and interesting way. the concept is a 
left to right screen slide – static screenshots of a moving image are to 
the left. the continual scroll helps to bring the images to life and the 
insights are animated and moving around the scene as the relevant 
image scrolls into frame.

this execution forms a key part of the digital content we’re sharing 
with organisations that support outdoor safety, as well as on our 
various social media channels.

tArGeteD MeSSAGInG WIth InSIGhtS

using the power of our insights platform we’re now able to target our 
messaging in a more focused way. our incident data, in particular the 
injury data from Acc, allows us to tailor our messages in both print 
and online to better suit the target audience. It also allows the actual 
message to be in the voice of the target participant and crucially, at a 
time/place where they are able to be influenced to make a different 
choice or to see the situation in a different way. 

Insights 
Sharing what we know
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PoWer bI SySteM

this internal tool allows us to access the data we’ve collected for our 
insights projects and generate basic dashboard breakdowns in a time 
efficient way, ensuring we’re accessing and using the most up to date 
data to support our internal decision-making process. our insights 
publications are perfect for sharing key findings with our partners 
but they’re based on an ever-aging data set and don’t allow for easy 
updating when the data sets are refreshed, this is where Power bI 
ensures we’re always working on the latest information. 

THere AND BAck roADShoW

There and Back was completed in the 2015/16 business year. In July 
and August 2016 we travelled to five locations across new Zealand to 
present these insights. Auckland, central north Island, christchurch, 
Aoraki/Mt cook village and Queenstown.

the roadshow was a method we used to share the insights with 
regional council members and partners. It also gave us a one on one 
chance to ‘unpack’ the various insights and key learnings from the 
research in a manner that was highly relevant to each location and the 
specific audience.

There and Back has enabled us to build new partnerships with 
places we’d previously had little relevance or connection to. our 
insights have provided a platform for partners like Doc to become 
increasingly comfortable adding informed safety content to their 
website, and to include us in their business planning processes.

the insights included in There and Back have formed the ‘issues’ for 
our Issue Specific Advisory function, which we’ll be launching over 
the next few months.

5
hot spots visited
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ISSue SPecIfIc ADvISory functIon

how do you solve a problem? understand what it is, and how it 
happens, bring together a range of relevant experts from across 
different sectors, address the problem through a targeted solution 
and measure its effectiveness. In summary, this is the MSc’s Issue 
Specific Advisory function process which we’ve spent considerable 
time building. With the documentation in place to guide the process 
and a list of problems identified through our insights we’ll be moving 
to kick-off the first of these groups in 2017/18 business year. Watch 
this space for some exciting developments.  
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Partnerships 
Investing in others

MAIntAInInG exIStInG AnD bulIDInG neW PArtnerShIPS

Partnerships are about more than just working in collaboration with others – actually 
doing things together is the easy part of the equation. the real challenge is building and 
maintaining a culture of partnership, one where shared value underpins ‘why’ we’re working 
together, and ‘what’ we achieve together is merely a result of that shared value being 
realised. 

Partnerships are now and will continue to be a fundamental part of how we do things at 
MSc. because of this, the focus for the last 12 months has been about spending as much 
time as possible with those partners (both existing and new) who have clearly aligned shared 
values. time together builds understanding, it ensures relevance, improves communication, 
contributes to a deeper knowledge of each other’s worldview and most importantly it 
establishes trust in the people, the brand and the intentions of each partner. Spending time 
together can’t be underestimated, and we’ve focused on maximising all our resources to 
enable this. you’ll see on the following page how we’ve attempted to quantify what this 
resulted in. but of course, these numbers, the hours spent with partners, the number of 
flights, kilometres driven and coffee consumed are merely simple metrics of ‘what we did’, 
they don’t answer ‘what was achieved’, and that is always the most important question to 
answer.

over the following pages we’ll delve deeper into ‘what was achieved’ through exploring 
some of the key projects and their reach, which have been possible because of the 
partnership culture we have built. 

the success stories featured through the following pages are not just about the MSc 
achieving results; it would be wrong to say that these outcomes would be possible by 
working alone. the success of these is as much a reflection on the partners involved, and 
most importantly they’re the outcome of a simple equation where culture, shared value, and 
participant centric thinking align perfectly. 

congratulations to our council Members, partners, their staff and volunteers for making 
these success stories possible.

top to bottom: 2016 winter season avalanche forecaster’s workshop, 
MetService Annual report, Partner workshop for Project Scroggin - 
tramping insights publication.

our PArtnerS hAve 
helPeD reAch Key 
tArGet AuDIence 

GrouPS
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So hoW DID We Do It 
All? here IS (About) 
one yeAr’S Worth 
of effort 

1,087l 
Coffee consumed

15,700+km 
Flown to meetings

287hrs 
talking to partners  
via phone/skype

50+ 
Partners engaged

4,700+km 
On the road to partners

1.14M
Participants each year

182+ 
Face to face meetings

thanks to our partners and 
funders for making it all possible.
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Photo: Marli Wingens
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nZ PolIce

trusted and effective partnerships produce 
the required conditions for successful 
initiatives. these partnerships aren’t just 
between government agencies and nGo’s. 
organisational partnership in an outdoors 
context are interdependent relationships 
and are highly sophisticated. they can be 
compared to the partnership a passenger 
has with the pilot when they fly in an aircraft. 
After all, you get on the plane to go from one 
place to another, to enjoy the experience, 
and do it safely, much like when you take 
your family and friends into the outdoors.

the 16/17 business year marks yet another 
hugely successful one for the MSc / Police 
partnership. Several years ago MSc and 
Police identified an opportunity to change 
the way this partnership delivered results 
to our community. It is pleasing to be 
associated with a sector partner who, like 
Police, remain focused on shifting the goal 
from ‘what to do when things go wrong’ to 
‘preventing things going wrong in the first 
place.’ both organisations share a common 
tactic that the most effective initiatives are 
achieved this through a strong evidence 
base.  to this end, the Insights work by MSc 
continues to be ground-breaking. Police 
continue to start the safety in the outdoors 
conversation with MSc’s ‘Insights’ work and 
continue to encourage all those accessing 
the outdoors to look at MSc work.

the challenge remains for us all to continue 
developing a ‘reflective ‘culture in our 
outdoors community, one where preparing 
to be safe in the outdoors is as accepted as 
‘pilots doing pre-flight checks.

- Nicholas Brown, Manager command 
and emergency Management

AucKlAnD councIl

Auckland council has begun partnering 
with the new Zealand Mountain Safety 
council and has moved to align its key 
outdoor safety messages to those of 
MSc. these messages will be rolled out 
across marketing collateral including print, 
web and social media. In doing so, we 
will be making visitors more aware of the 
outdoors, the risks and reinforcing the 
message around being prepared. the 
MSc has produced a number of targeted 
activity guides that council will use.

- Tony Oliver, Principal ranger

DePArtMent of conServAtIon

 
Doc’s partnership with MSc continues to 
go from strength to strength. the more we 
do together, the more potential we’re seeing 
in the partnership to use the strengths of 
each organisation to achieve our respective 
and mutual goals. We know we both have a 
shared commitment to keeping people safe 
in the outdoors and what we’d really like to do 
is bring others along with us to create a much 
stronger collective impact in this space. our 
partnership with MSc is proof that we can do 
so much more together than we can alone.

- Harry Maher, Director, Health and Safety

tourISM nZ

Working with MSc has meant we are 
increasing the accuracy, relevance and utility 
of the safety information provided to visitors 
via our key channels such as newzealand.
com for popular new Zealand activities 
like walking and hiking.   ultimately our 
partnership is ensuring a better experience 
for international visitors to new Zealand and 
we expect it will continue to do so.

- Tony rogers, Special Interest Marketing 
Manager

Acc

through MSc’s continued leadership in 
the insights work, coupled with the sector’s 
response to the insights, it is hoped that 
many new Zealanders and visitors can 
continue to enjoy outdoor recreation free 
from serious injury. 

- kirsten Malpas, Senior Injury Prevention 
Specialist

MetServIce

MetService’s partnership with Mountain 
Safety council has enabled us to have direct 
input into important public resources, such 
as outdoor Activity Guides and the Get 
outdoors Planning essentials video series. 
We’ve also been in on the ground floor of 
some exciting new initiatives – something 
that is only possible because of the close 
understanding and public-good objectives 
shared by our two organisations.

- Jacqui Bridges, General Manager 
corporate Affairs

Partnerships 
What they have to say

WAter SAfety nZ

As a like-minded public safety agency, 
Water Safety new Zealand values highly its 
working relationship with the Mountain Safety 
council. As well as a shared responsibility 
for saving lives and reducing injuries, both 
agencies are charged with leading sector-
based preventative approaches. this year, 
through a positive working relationship, my 
team and the MSc have shared learnings 
and lessons on how we can work more 
productively with our respective partners to 
get the job done. 

WSnZ and MSc also have in common the 
need to think and act more smartly when, in 
the absence of direct government funding, 
cost pressures reduce our ability to deliver all 
the known and needed solutions. MSc have 
led the way in the use of integrated sector 
data to produce the ‘state of the nation’ 
report there and back. A hunter’s tale then 
took a deep-dive into what the data can tell 
us about how to intervene to reduce harm. 
WSnZ is embarking on a similar, ambitious, 
data driven insights programme. the MSc 
team have provided valuable guidance and 
practical advice as we have developed our 
approach.  

both agencies are looking into an exciting 
future using social marketing tools to deliver 
measurable and positive attitudinal and 
behavioural change. this new direction is 
strongly evidence-driven, data savvy and 
engaged with emerging technologies. this 
will provide sharper, more cost-efficient 
insights into our respective public safety 
problems. It will also help develop new 
solutions that will save lives and prevent 
injuries, on the new Zealand mountains and 
in our waters.

- Jonty Mills, chief executive
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coronIAl ServIce nZ

In circumstances where a coroner is 
conducting an inquiry that relates to a 
death that appears to have arisen out of 
recreational participation in land-based 
outdoor activities, and in order assist with 
the inquiry findings, a coroner may decide 
to commission a report from the Mountain 
Safety council.  As a group of experts in 
the field, coroners recognise the MSc 
are a valuable source of information when 
investigating the cause of and circumstances 
of such deaths. throughout 2016/17 
the MSc have assisted in six coronial 
investigations. the MSc are generally asked 
for an opinion as to the cause of death and 
whether they would recommend any safety 
improvements in order to prevent or reduce 
the risk of such deaths occurring in future.

- Harry Johnson, Manager Justice 
Services

nZ MountAIn GuIDeS ASSoc.

MSc have had a solid presence in the 
outdoor sector this past year. following 
on from their Insights work they have 
produced a video series highlighting 
the relevant learnings from the various 
disciplines, with the tramping series 
currently in its pre-production phase.

the Alpine conference held in 
christchurch was a hugely successful event 
that the MSc organised, broadening 
the scope to include activities beyond 
the snow industry was a sound move as 
it allowed for wider involvement from 
other mountain related industries and 
people, resulting in far greater reach and 
engagement across the alpine world. 

the Avalanche Advisory has been a credit 
to the MSc this winter, particularly over 
an extended period a number of regions 
had a problematic snowpack, and many 
outdoor users were relying critically on the 
information provided by nZAA.   

MSc is moving with the times and utilising 
some technology tools in order to better 
reach its audience.  this is what will keep 
the MSc relevant and engaged going 
into the future, which looks to be in good 
hands. Great work team!

- Jane Morris, President

fISh AnD GAMe nZ

the initiative to produce a dramatic video 
on game bird hunting safety was a  good 
one and something fish & Game was 
happy to be involved in. the need for such 
an education programme was driven home 
during the opening weekend of the 2016 
game bird hunting season when several 
of our licence holders were injured in a 
very short time. that prompted a tsunami 
of calls from the media, highlighting 
the reputational risk for fish & Game if it 
didn’t act and do something to improve 
the situation and ensure the safety and 
wellbeing of its licence holders. luckily, the 
Mountain Safety council was thinking along 
the same lines and the idea of a safety video 
was born.

- Don rood, communications Manager

reD StAG tIMber  
hunter’S club

Working closely with the team at the 
Mountain Safety council has been a 
very rewarding experience for the entire 
hunters club team. Within our series, one 
of our aims to is encourage Kiwi’s to get 
into the great outdoors and experience 
all the wonderful things we have on offer. 
however, this brings with it the worry that 
perhaps some keen young adventurers 
might end up biting off more than they 
can chew in trying to replicate the 
missions portrayed within the show, so the 
partnership with MSc allows us rest easy in 
the knowledge that we’re doing our part to 
educate as well as entertain.

even though most of our guys are hugely 
experienced outdoorsmen, they all came 
away from the experience of working with 
the MSc having learned some valuable 
information that will hold them in good 
stead for future trips. the often surprising 
statistics provided to us within A hunter’s 
tale really did hit home, and made our task 
of creating the content used in the safety 
videos a relatively straight forward process 
- the stats that jumped out and ‘scared’ us 
were the ones that had the most effect to 
our viewers as well. 

the insights from A hunter’s tale were laid 
out in a clever and concise manner, with 
clever use of graphics and a modern layout 
that was easy to follow. the fact we could 
adapt this style into the video content we 
produced made my job a great deal easier 
as well, requiring very little ‘back and forth’ 
once the initial template was established. 

All in all, it’s been a very rewarding 
partnership that I feel has strengthened 
both parties, and we look forward to 
finishing our the series with the night 
Shooting and Small Game hunting clips.

- Dave Shaw, Producer
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50+ 
partners engaged this year

ScoutS nZ

ScoutS new Zealand and the Mountain 
Safety council continue to collaborate 
through the collaborative partnership with 
other not-for-profit youth organisations. 
this allows for aspects of good practice to 
be discussed and the development of new 
resources with mutual benefit to all of the 
collaborating organisations.

on top of the highly successful outdoor 
leader nZQA level three training that has 
now concluded, Mountain Safety council 
continues to provide training material and 
information resources of the highest quality 
focused on the new Zealand environment 
suitable not only for adult leaders but 
importantly, for delivery to our youth 
members.

the comprehensive outdoor Activity 
Guides and the new e-learning tools 
enable the outdoor safety messages to be 
focused and relevant to the ScoutS  
new Zealand audience.

- Alex Warriner, Health and Safety Advisor
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“ Not only do we supply top  
New Zealand and international 
brand outdoor clothing to our 
customers, but also technical 
equipment necessary for safe 
participation in numerous outdoor 
pursuits...”

– WAynE MARtIn, BIvOuAC OutdOOR COMPAny dIRECtOR

114,900+
Facebook audience across retail channels

Partnerships 
Achieving with others

top to bottom: MSc messaging in a bivouac outdoor store, Winter tramping blog with Macpac 
and a top Mountain tips with torpedo7.

buIlDInG outDoor SAfety retAIler PArtnerShIPS

three major new Zealand outdoor retailers – torpedo7, Macpac 
and bivouac – have all officially signed on to the ‘outdoor retail 
Safety Partnership’ driven and led by MSc. each of the retailers 
has committed to a two year project plan with several short term 
(<6 months) medium term (<12 months) and long term (12–24 
month) projects to complete in collaboration. A ’Statement of 
Intent’ document has been signed by all the retailers at an SMt 
level to ensure the longevity of the partnership exists outside of any 
unforeseen staff movements.

the first items in these stores are simple cards at the point of sale 
that prompt a discussion about trip planning as referenced in the 
‘outdoor Safety code.’ Several signage executions have also been 
delivered. long term, MSc’s ‘Plan My trip’ tool is scheduled for a 
public trial in selected stores as an iPad (or similar) powered kiosk. 
the trip plan itself as well as the trip recommendations and packing 
list are seen as highly valued items from the users and the retailers. 
With scope to grow beyond these three retailers in future years, 
this project has now been elevated to qualitative conversation, staff 
training has been made a priority for the foreseeable future. MSc is 
then able to positively influence the staff and showcase our insights, 
tools, resources and expertise on an annual basis.

29
stores across nZ with  
our material so far

“ ...We want people to jump in and 
explore, to have great adventures, 
but to do that in a way that 
ensures they get home in one 
piece...”

– nAdIA sCOtt, MACPAC MARkEtIng MAnAgER “ -See you out there- is our tagline 
and the cornerstone of everything 
we do. We are passionate about 
doing all we can to support the 
safety of our customers and we’re 
looking forward to using our 
store network and channels to be 
able to reinforce these important 
messages.”

– sOnyA WIlkInsOn, tORPEdO7 MARkEtIng MAnAgER
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top to bottom: behind the scenes of our early Bird video, filming our Get Outdoors videos at 
MetService, Queenstown regional presentation of There and Back, travelling south to connect 
with partners, national presentation of a Hunter’s Tale, Backcountry Mountainbiking Activity 
Guide workshop, posing at SHAc 2017
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PreventInG A PeAK In IncIDentS (eArly bIrD)

reaching and influencing duck hunters has been an ongoing 
challenge for many organisations. this year, on the back of the clear 
insights developed through ‘A Hunter’s Tale’, we produced a hard 
hitting video to raise awareness prior to opening weekend.

this video was intentionally pitched at the wives, girlfriends, mates, 
sisters and brothers of duck hunters.

the strategy was to engage them emotionally by demonstrating – 
without any blood and guts – the consequence of an accident in the 
maimai. early bird’s climactic scene shows the friend of one of the 
hunting trio fronting up to the house to break the news that there was 
and accident and he was at hospital.

early bird was our top performing video of the business year. 
encouragingly, the behaviour we sought came to pass. We had over 
146,000 views across facebook and youtube as well as over 265 
people and facebook pages sharing this video. these shares are 
particularly important as they indicate that the video is so relevant that 
they felt compelled to support the message and share it far and wide.

146,000+
views on social media to date

“ The immediate success of the 
video has been gratifying, even 
more so when my phone didn’t 
ring once during the opening 
weekend of the 2017 season with 
journalists looking for a response 
to gamebird hunting injuries...”

- dOn ROOd, FIsh And gAME COMMunICAtIOns MAnAgER

Partnerships 
Achieving with others

Partners involved: 
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enGAGInG WIth youth AuDIenceS (Get 
outDoorS vIDeoS)

Safety resources have the biggest uptake when they’re relevant to a 
target audience and delivered via a channel that audience engage 
with. engaging youth with safety information is no different, and 
requires a unique approach when compared to targeting other 
demographics. the 29 videos in the Get outdoors series were 
designed to connect with 14-16 year olds, and this target audience 
were central to the series development. During the storyboard, 
scripting and content development stages we facilitated focus 
groups with many different groups of youth to understand what 
material they engaged with, what style and tone we’d need to 
use to ensure relevance (and maintain interest) and who/how the 
presenters interacted on screen. numerous partners were involved 
and supported the project through many different avenues, ultimately 
these partners helped to ensure relevance to the target audience and 
significant distribution channels to many thousands of their members 
and their families.   

the series has continued to be a huge success, and in addition to its 
primary objective of targeting youth, feedback from adults is equally 
as positive.  

“ Jordan and Abby have a great 
chemistry and really get the 
messages across about being safe 
outdoors!”  

– sCOuts nEW ZEAlAnd yOuth MEMBER 

“ I love the get outdoors videos, I’ve 
watched them all and I certainly 
feel better informed about safety 
for times when I’m out with the 
group, in the great outdoors.”  

– sCOuts nEW ZEAlAnd yOuth MEMBER 

208,000+
views on social media to date
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InSIGhtS AnD PArtnerS 
helP uS to DrIve 
effectIve MeSSAGInG

39 
new videos created  this  

year with our partners

Partners involved: 

quitenicefilms.co.nz
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103,425
views on social media 
(March 14 – June 30th)
 
Partners involved:

nZ AvAlAnche ADvISory ProMotIonAl vIDeo

Produced in partnership with Skills Active this video is a key 
promotional tool for the nZAA. We collaborated on this video with 
a wide range of partners, ski field staff, snowsport professionals and 
hon Minister barry.

the aim of the video is to show support from the wider community for 
the nZAA as an integral part of going ’backcountry’ in new Zealand. 
It was primarily designed as social media content and was widely 
viewed – 27,000+ views – and was highly shared by the snowsport 
and alpine sector. It is also uploaded to youtube for embedding into 
websites.

 

huntInG InSIGht SerIeS

In partnership with the hunter’s club, MSc commissioned a series of 
insights focused videos that targeted the styles of hunting explored 
in ‘A Hunter’s Tale.’ the hunters club brought high production 
capability, extensive hunting expertise, recognisable hunters who are 
respected in the hunting community and a strong following from their 
Prime/Sky tv show now into its second full season.

With collaboration from fish and Game as well as nZ Police, this 
series has been hugely successful. each of the videos are distinctly 
different and the presenters are able to speak directly to their fans 
and fellow hunters about safety as a function of good planning and 
decision making as well as sensible firearms use that follows the  
new Zealand Arms code.

these videos form a key component of the content MSc require to 
bring the insights to life. contextualising the most important insights 
has proven to be an effective and engaging way to broach an often 
uncomfortable conversation about hunting behaviours and their 
impact on hunters and their families.

 

Partnerships 
Achieving with others

27,000+
views to date

Partners involved: 
- nZ recreation Association 
- William Pike challenge Award 
- Department of conservation 
- MetService new Zealand 
- Skills Active 
- coronet Peak 
- Pete oswold 

- ruapehu Alpine lifts 
- erik bradshaw 
- broken river Ski club 
- Mt hutt 
- Aspiring Guides 
- Adrift 
- Alpine Guides 
- Adventure consultants 
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coronIAl rePortInG

our partnership with the Ministry of Justice 
coronial Services unit (cSu) is a fitting 
example of a shared value approach where 
our work compliments each other’s. the 
MSc is part of a small group of organisations 
who have access to coronial data, which 
is used as part of our Insights projects. the 
MSc support coroners by providing detailed 
expert accident reports, which are used 
as key evidence during coronial inquests/
findings, this year the MSc submitted 6 
reports. Additionally, the MSc provides 
the cSu with a true prevention partner, 
with the ability to implement coronial 
recommendations.   

6
Expert reports

fIreArMS SAfety lectureS

the last 12 months have been an interesting 
time for our delivery of firearms safety 
lectures. After completing our review of the 
current delivery model, and submitting this to 
nZ Police, there hasn’t been any movement 
towards making changes and 2016/17 
was completed without any changes to the 
delivery approach. this delay has been due 
to nZ Police requesting more time to make 
a decision regarding the future model, and 
need to progress via a tender process. MSc 
agreed to extend its delivery using the same 
approach until end of June 2018, giving nZ 
Police time to implement the tender process.   

Despite this period of flux and uncertainty 
many of the existing volunteer instructors 
stayed committed to delivery with MSc, 
while a small group transitioned to direct nZ 
Police oversight. In total, a minimum of 524 
safety lecture courses were delivered with a 
minimum of 8,615 people attending.  

524+
lectures delivered

We hAve ProDuceD 
SoMe AMAZInG WorK 
WIth our PArtnerS PA

rt
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S
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80+ 
skype and calls to partners

SIKA ShoW

Widely recognised by the new Zealand 
hunting community as the major hunting 
specific trade show, the Sika Show attracts 
over 4,000 hunters and industry figures. 
eclipsed only by field Days – which is 
principally about rural issues and technology 
- the Sika Show’s reputation as an influential 
show remains a key event for MSc to attend.

Mountain Safety council had a stand and 
was able to positively and directly engage 
hunters of all ages. We were also able to 
connect with notable and influential figures 
and business owners over the weekend. our 
insights document ‘A Hunter’s Tale’ was in 
the process of being completed at the time 
and there were several questions that hunters 
had that made it into the final document.

 

4,000+
Attendees to each sika show
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trAIl runnInG ActIvIty GuIDe

our Outdoor recreation Activity Guide series has expanded with the 
development of a trail running specific resource.

this resource is the first of its kind in nZ, while there are trail running 
resources that assist participants with where to go, there hasn’t been 
anything focused around trail running safety, until now.

Participation data trends suggest that the popularity is likely to keep 
rising. Many of nZ’s tramping tracks are suitable for trail running 
and therefore it’s very easy to get into the backcountry, and become 
exposed to many of the same hazards that trampers, hunters and 
climbers experience.

this resource, like the others in the series, uses the outdoor safety 
code to provide contextualised safety information specific to trail 
runners. Key to this resource was the inclusion of many notable trail 
runners who provided expert content, real life stories and top tips to 
ensure the currency, relevance and usefulness of the publication. this 
also provided MSc with some unique distribution methods, unlike 
traditional outdoor recreation activities trail running has developed 
during the digital age and most of todays clubs are online social 
networks with dedicated ‘digital’ space for connecting and sharing.

MSc tapped into these communities and involved them in the 
development and distribution of this resource. the result of this was a 
staggering 3,000+ reads and more than 72,000 people reached on 
facebook from our single post within the first 12 days.

4,700+
Reads online to date
Partners involved: 

Partnerships 
Achieving with others

bAcKcountry MountAIn bIKInG ActIvIty GuIDe

our outdoor recreation Activity Guide series has expanded with the 
development of a backcountry Mountain biking specific resource.

like the trail running version, this resource is the first of it’s kind in 
nZ. backcountry Mountain biking participation has been steadily 
increasing in recent years especially with the development on new 
national cycle trails.

backcountry Mountain biking tracks, like the old Ghost road, and 
the ability to now ride on an increasing number of Doc-managed 
tramping tracks, like the heaphy Great Walk, have contributed to this 
growth.

this resource, like the others in the series, uses the outdoor safety 
code to provide contextualised safety information specific to 
Mountain biking in the backcountry.

Also like the trail running Guide a cornerstone of this resource was 
the inclusion of many notable Mountain bikers who provided expert 
content, real life stories and top tips.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2,500+
Reads online to date
Partners involved: 

and 12 trail runners and industry experts. and 14 mountain bikers and industry experts.
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Southern heMISPhere AlPIne conference

the biennial Southern hemisphere Alpine conference, formerly the 
Southern hemisphere Avalanche conference, broadened its focus to 
alpine snow environments, and brought together new Zealand and 
international delegates interested in helping to shape the future of 
alpine snow safety.

We widened the scope of the ShAc this year to allow the community 
to positively influence a wider range of alpine recreation users. one 
of our roles within the alpine community, as MSc, is to facilitate open 
and creative discussions about the often-unique challenges faced 
across the sector. the ShAc provided a mechanism for developing a 
better understanding regarding what causes alpine incidents.

Conference partners:
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“ It was a well-run and very 
professional conference; the team 
did a great job. A big step up, well 
done” – 2017 shAC dElEgAtE 

141
delegates attended  

this year’s shAC

2121

ruAPehu AlPIne lIftS

the Southern hemisphere Alpine 
conference 2017 held in christchurch was 
a real success from the standpoint of a key 
stakeholder and partner in the industry. 
ruapehu Alpine lifts sent 6 delegates down 
to the event from the safety services teams 
(ski patrol) and we all brought a lot of value 
back to our workplace. the key change this 
year was the broadening out of the focus to 
include not just avalanche related issues but 
alpine safety issues in general. 

one of the key standout topics was the 
concept of ‘strategic mind sets’ presented 
by roger Atkins, a canadian heli Ski guide 
with many years of experience in the field. 
I think the whole conference delegation 
found this topic a very useful one and am 
sure that most if not all of us went back to 
our workplaces and applied this thinking 
in some way or another. As always, the 
weekend was a good opportunity for 
‘networking’ as all the old friends from 
the industry come back together and the 
anticipation of a new and exciting season 
ahead is shared as well as a few good 
stories. the team at nZMSc managed to 
bring together a really powerful line up 
of presenters and topics which added 
value to the investment that employers 
and individuals make to attend. We are all 
eagerly looking forward to the next one 
already!

Andy Hoyle, General Manager
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Messaging 
Participant-centric thinking

PuttInG the PArtIcIPAnt fIrSt

launched April 2017 our new website was over six months in the making and has proven to 
be a successful update. the site was launched on time and on budget and has received praise 
from the wider community about the ease of use and mobile friendly design.

With a refocused layout, we endeavored to put the participant first. We completely 
overhauled the content and layout. As a consequence of this we’ve condensed several pages 
and others have been re-written or updated by MSc staff with consultation on content from 
our partners and member organisations.

the overarching methodology was to curate and collate the relevant content – tools, 
resources, insights, hints, tips and images - for each activity for the participant. We wanted to 
help all participants find the relevant content on one page - ‘Day Walking’ for example - rather 
than have to dig through several pages. 

see our new website

www.mountainsafety.org.nz

Above: our website across various digital platforms. Stay tuned as 
we update the home page according to the seasons.
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115+ 
resources available  

on our website

We WAnt to MAKe 
InforMAtIon eASy  
AnD AcceSSIble

Above left to right:  te Araroa trail outdoor safety page and Doc website outdoor safety sections. 

PluGGInG In SAfety

We have a simple philosophy when it comes to connecting people 
with safety information – place it where people already go rather than 
try convert them to visit our site. 

this philosophy provides the template for ‘Plugging safety in’ to 
our partners channels, with a primarily digital focus. ensuring that 
information is relevant to the participant journey is also crucial, 
and that requires a deep understanding of how people search 
for information and what they need at the various stages of their 
dreaming, booking, planning and doing phases. 

the nZ Avalanche Advisory (nZAA) is a great example of this 
approach, during the 5 months to 24 november 2016 there were 
more than 2.5million page views and more than 800,000 sessions 
on the MetService website pages that contained the live nZAA 
feed, meanwhile we’ve maintained traffic to the nZAA site itself. this 
is a huge reach that’s only possible through a strong shared value 
partnership.

2.5M+
views on the Metservice pages  
that our nZAA appears on

M
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MountAInSAfety.orG.nZ AvAlAnche.net.nZ

Messaging 
Digital presence

42,003

100,826 

60,813

80,226

1%

1%

75%

total unique website users 
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

sessions 
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

total unique website users
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

sessions
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

Decrease in users since 
previous period

Decrease in sessions 
since previous period

Are new users
40%
Are new users

15%
Decrease in sessions 

since previous period

26%
Decrease in users since 

previous period

unique website users - number of users who have at least one session, includes both new and returning visitors. 
sessions - number of times a user is actively engaged with the website. 
Metrics cover 1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017 and do not reflect current statistics of our channels.

*n.b.  MSc web strategy prioritised putting our resources in partner channels in the 
2016/2017 business year. the strategy was maintenance only. 

“ Avalanche safety relies on 
effective systems and the NZAA 
is an essential part of this.” 

– AnnA kEElIng, IFMgA guIdE
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4,934

10,098

Blog reads 
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

Blog views
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

Previous period 
(1 July 2015 - 30 June 2016)

Current period 
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

707%
Increase in reads since 

previous period

75%
Desktop reads

25%
Mobile and tablet reads

51%
Desktop reads

49%
Mobile and tablet reads 

Issuu reads - number of users who read the publication for more than 2 seconds. 
Issuu impressions - number of times the publication has appeared in someone’s feed. 
Metrics cover 1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017 and do not reflect current statistics of our channels.

Medium views - number of users who clicked on a story. 
Medium reads - estimate number of viewers who read the entire story. 
Metrics cover 1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017 and do not reflect current statistics of our channels.

our overAll onlIne reAch 
hAS IncreASeD throuGh 
effectIve uSe of chAnnelS 
AnD PArtnerS

26,324

106,863

total reads
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

total impressions
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

35
Published blogs

(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)
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nZMsChunting

nZMsCAlpine

nZMsC

Increase since  
previous period
(as at 30 June 2017)

Messaging 
Social presence

fAcebooK

12,248

5,260

4,541

99%
Page likes

442%
engagement

485%
engagement

61%
Page likes

134%
Page likes

total page likes as at  
30 June 2017

total page likes as at  
30 June 2017

total page likes as at  
30 June 2017

249%
engagement

22,049

7,516,406

70,441

273,000

total page likes on Facebook
(as at 30 June 2017)

Impressions on Facebook
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

link clicks
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

video views
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)
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40% 
Facebook audience are 

25-30 years old

39
new videos uploaded 
(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

youtube tWItter

twitter Impression - A tweet of ours appears in the feed of twitter users. 
Metrics cover 1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017 and do not reflect current statistics of our channels.

nZAA forecAStInG on tWItter

We utilised twitter for a quick and 
shareable message of the nZAA conditions  
daily forecasted over the season.

onGoInG reAch of our vIDeoS

firearms Safety rules:12,498 views 
epic tv Series:  6,896 views 
outdoor Safety code:  26,965 views 
Get outdoors with Macpac: 35,893 views 
both Sides of the fence: 829 views

our onlIne SocIAl 
coMMunIty 
hAS exPAnDeD 
SIGnIfIcAntly
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399,628
youtube channel video views 

(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)

536,717
twitter impressions 

(1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017)
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MeDIA releASeS

our media releases are launched through iSentia, a professional 
service with updated contact lists. typically these releases are 
sent to 150+ newsrooms, reporters and key contacts. iSentia also 
have a media monitoring service which we use alongside our own 
methodologies. We had a total of 24 releases in the 2016/17 year.

We also add our releases to our Medium blog for two main reasons. 
Sharing online via twitter boosts our Google ranking by making our 
keywords and content easier to find. by sharing online they are then 
in a format that is easy to share, link from and embed content like our 
videos. Media engagement via twitter is significant, and we make 
every effort to facilitate the uptake of our releases in places the media 
are looking for stories.

Messaging 
Media
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Messaging 
Digital resources 150+ 

newsrooms directly receive  
our media releases

reWorKInG our reSourceS

building on the collaborative work from the Day Walking Guide, the 
e-learning tool has been developed as a genuine mobile first learning 
tool. Developed in conjunction with lift education, the tool brings the 
content from the Day Walking Guide to live with videos, quizzes and 
checklists that step the user through the outdoor safety code in the 
context of day walking.  

DIStrIbutInG our reSourceS

MSc remains committed to providing an online store for retail 
and wholesale customers. A wide range of items are available 
to purchase and download from the store. Access to the store is 
available through the main MSc website. 

54,800+
Items distributed from our store

PreServInG our hIStory

MSc has a great deal of material developed over the last 50+ 
years that needed to be archived digitally for posterity. While the 
primary focus was on the larger manuals, time and resource has 
been allocated for the smaller pamphlets, posters and general 
correspondence.

494+
Items scanned to date
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Messaging 
Advertising

AdvERtIsIng ExAMPlEs

Mountain Safety council advertising has taken a big leap forward this year. 
We’ve refined our brand guidelines in conjunction with the website rebuild. 
this has influenced the campaigns and executions in the various print and 
digital channels. our insights continue to be the engine to define the groups 
of people we’re targeting with messaging.

#MakeItHomeNZ

our brand statement #MakeItHomeNZ is found throughout everything we 
produce and captures the ethos of our messaging.  
We actively encourage participation, and simply suggest that with a few 
simple actions you’ll be able to make it home to experience the thrill of the 
outdoors all over again.

Context and Consequence

there are 1.14M participants in land based outdoor recreation every year. 
using the power of our insights platform we’re now able to connect to the 
various different demographic groups in a more targeted and focused way. 
this allows us to contextualise the message to better suit the participant; we 
‘speak their language’ so to speak. behaviour change is often linked to an 
emotional trigger. We endeavour to demonstrate the consequences of poor 
planning and decision making - thereby triggering an emotion - while offering 
to help with resources and tools and insights. ultimately, we want every one of 
the 1.14M participants to make it home safely. 

Above: kia Ora Magazine full page advertisements. 
over page: Ski and Snow Magazine double page 
spread and NZ Outdoor Hunting Magazine double 
spread.

We hAve been uSInG 
InSIGhtS to PoWer 

our MeSSAGInG

below: Web banners for Stuff, NZ Herald, Trademe
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2%

Weekend ride
Fresh powder
Out the back
Loaded slope

No transceiver

Never leave it to chance.

18%

#MakeItHomeNZ

Est. 1965

mOuNtaiNsaFety.Org.Nz

10:47

Anything can happen in the backcountry 
of New Zealand’s alpine environment,  
and help might not be there right away. 
Prepare for your trip, tell someone your 
plans and make it home.

M
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G
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Messaging 
Advertising

Above:NZ Guns and Hunting Magazine editorial with full page MSc advertisement. 
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Above: nZ Geographic full page
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A WAlK In the PArK?
A Deep-Dive into Tramping Incidents in New Zealand 

our next activity deep dive exploring tramping is well underway. this insights  
project will result in a similar style publication to A Hunter’s Tale. tramping is by far 
the highest participation outdoor recreation activity with over 769,000 participants  
each year. 

Partners such as Department of conservation and Auckland council are responsible 
for managing significant land resources and infrastructure which typically sees high 
participation in tramping. this insights project will have a considerable value for them 
and will guide how they plan, manage and respond to the needs of trampers. 

Working with a number of already well established insights partners, consistent 
with those involved in There and Back and A Hunter’s Tale the MSc is, for the first 
time, developing the most comprehensive national and regional picture of tramping 
participation and ‘what’s going wrong’. this project will produce insight into this 
highly popular activity, some for the first time ever.  Most importantly, A Walk In 
The Park? will provide clarity as to the key tramping issues and how they can be 
prevented.

on completion of this project the MSc will implement Issue Specific Advisory Groups 
to develop targeted prevention initiatives, similar to the approach being taken from 
the insights developed within A Hunter’s Tale.

this project has experienced some delays due to the need to acquire updated data, 
but with a comprehensive analytics roadmap in place, detailed project plan and 
multiple committed partners its anticipated that a final publication will be available 
early 2018.

 
IMPAct SurveyS

MSc is embarking on a longitudinal study to gauge our impact in the community. 
research nZ have been selected from a range of companies who were asked to pitch 
for this project. 

Making sure the design of the research is adequate and appropriate is not something 
that should be rushed. A broad survey of new Zealand is unlikely to be in scope at 
this time. We have kept the design of this project at the forefront of our process as it is 
our intention to undertake this survey each year. this research will get underway after 
the design phase is complete late in 2017.

We contInue to leArn 
More About WhAt IS 
GoInG WronG AnD 

WhAt IS WorKInG

What’s next?

 foreSIGht – bAcKpack to the future

In addition to the ‘current state’ Insight focussed work like ‘A Walk in the Park?’ 
above, we will be initiating a series of foresight focussed projects. Working with our 
partners, we will explore future trends and how these may be reflected in the number, 
type and locations of incidents (injuries/SAr/fatalities). ultimately, this knowledge will 
shape our future partnerships and prevention initiatives down the line.

the first foresight project will be focussed on international visitor trends. International 
visitor numbers to nZ are increasing at phenomenal rates. however, the make-up of 
total visitor numbers is changing and the way travellers see nZ is also changing, with 
a growing number choosing to travel independently as opposed to organsied tours. 
We will be working in partnership with tourism nZ, Doc and others to understand 
the impact these trends may have on outdoor safety.
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Financial summary 
Summarised financial statements

stAtEMEnt OF FInAnCIAl POsItIOn - At 30 JunE 2017 2017 2016

Assets

Property, plant and equipment 90,846 15,120

term deposits - 100,000

Non-current Assets 90,846 115,120

Inventory and debtors 115,490 79,089

term deposits 300,000 100,000

bank accounts 263,924 231,550

current Assets 679.414 410,639

total Assets $770,260 $525,759

current liabilities 298,621 263,654

retained earnings 471,639 262,105

total liabilities and Retained Earnings $770,260 $525,759

stAtEMEnt OF FInAnCIAl PERFORMAnCE - yEAR EndEd 30 JunE 2017
Revenue

Providing goods or services

new Zealand lottery Grants board 1,185,000 1,049,000

new Zealand Police 256,000 278,880

Sport new Zealand 170,000 203,000

new Zealand Search and rescue council 176,500 170,000

other 169,589 120,042

Other revenue

Interest and sundry 25,501 6,415

total  Revenue 1,982,590 1,827,337

Expenditure

employee related costs 649,641 735,255

Providing goods or services 1,123,415 1,002,769

total Expenditure 1,773,056 1,738,024

surplus $209,534 $89,313

CAsh FlOW stAtEMEnt - yEAR EndEd 30 JunE 2017
net cash flows from operating Activities 222,703 (11,826)

net cash flows from Investing Activities (90,329) -

   opening cash balance 431,550 443,376

Closing Cash Balance $563,924 $431,550

this is represented by

term deposits 300,000 200,000

bank accounts 263,924 231,550

Closing Cash Balance $$563,924 $431,550

MSc has applied Public benefit entity Simple format reporting 
- Accrual (not for Profit). these summarised financial statements 
have been extracted from the Performance report (Pr) which was 
authorised for issue by the executive committee on 3 october 2017. 
the Pr has been audited and an unqualified opinion was issued. 

these summary financial statements have not been audited. 
the summary financial statements cannot be expected to 
provide as complete an understanding as provided by the Pr. 
A copy of the Pr can be obtained by contacting MSc.
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New Zealand Search  
and Rescue

new Zealand Mountain safety Council 
Phone: 04 385 7162  
Address: Ground floor, 86 customhouse Quay 
Wellington 6011 / Po box 6027, Wellington 6141

thank you to our funders for their generous support.

stay in the loop

thanks

 medium.com/@nz_msc 
follow our media releases and Mike’s blog

info@mountainsafety.org.nz

mountainsafety.org.nz

#MakeItHomeNZ

avalanche.net.nz

Facebook.com/nZMsC

Facebook.com/nZMsChunting

Facebook.com/nZMsCAlpine

twitter.com/nz_msc

instagram.com/mountainsafetycouncil

youtube.com/nZMountainsafetyCouncil


